
Name ____________________________________________ Date_____________ Hour______ Table______ 

 

 

Open the Solar System App   

Swipe the screen to the left 

 

Cosmic Relations (Select each location and record how the Earth fits into the universe.) 

1. Earth____________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Solar System______________________________________________________________________ 

3. Milky Way________________________________________________________________________ 

4. Universe__________________________________________________________________________ 

Swipe the screen to the left 

The Milky Way is the home of Earth’s solar system! 

5. What type of galaxy is the Milky Way? ____________________________________ 

6. The Milky Way, like most galaxies, probably has what at its center? ____________________________ 

7. A ‘regular’ spiral galaxy has a circular center.  

What shape is does a barrel spiral galaxy have?_____________________________________________ 

 

Swipe the screen to the left 

8. The Solar System is a collection of what? _______________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

9. List the terrestrial planets. ___________________________________________________________________ 

10. Describe the terrestrial planets.______________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

11. List the Gas Giant planets. ___________________________________________________________________ 

12. Describe the Gas Giants._____________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

13. What occurs between the terrestrial planets and the gas giants? ____________________________________ 

Swipe the screen to the left 



Name ____________________________________________ Date_____________ Hour______ Table______ 

14. What is the Sun? ____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Label each part of the graph with the percent and the element that makes up that percentage of the Sun. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

18. How much of the total mass of the ENTIRE solar system is made up by the Sun? ________________ 

 

19. What appears as dark blemishes on the Sun? _____________________________________________ 

 

Watch the Video 

20. What are coronal loops? _____________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Swipe the screen to the left 

Planets of the Solar System 

21. What three things define a planet?  

 1.____________________________________________________________________________ 

 2.____________________________________________________________________________  

 3.____________________________________________________________________________ 

Select Mercury 

22. Mercury is the ______________________ planet in the Solar System and is _________________ to the Sun. 

23. Explain Mercury’s extreme temperature conditions.________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 



Name ____________________________________________ Date_____________ Hour______ Table______ 

Select Venus 

24. Venus has a thick atmosphere that traps heat from the Sun. What temperatures can occur on the  

Venusian Terrain? _____________________________________________________________________ 

25.  What appears at each of the poles of Venus? ____________________________________________ 

26.  The Venera 13 probe only lasted two hours due to what features of the thick atmosphere? _______ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Select Earth 

27. How much of Earth’s surface is water? _____________________ 

28. What two things continuously refresh Earth’s crust? _______________________________________ 

Select the Moon at the bottom left side of the page  

29. What does tidally locked to Earth mean? ________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

30. Many large craters are filled with what substance from old volcanic activity? ___________________ 

31. About how long does it take the Moon to go through phases from New Moon and back? __________ 

  

Select Mars 

32. Why is Mars known as the ‘red planet’?__________________________________________________ 

33. What dormant volcano is three times taller than Earth’s Mount Everest? _______________________ 

34. What are the names of Mars’ two moons? Describe both (tap the moons at the bottom of the screen) ____  

 __________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Select Jupiter 

35. How many Earths would fit inside of Jupiter? __________________________________________________ 

36. What year were Jupiter’s rings discovered? ____________________________________________________ 

37.  What is the name of the giant storm that has existed for 182 years _________________________________ 

  



Name ____________________________________________ Date_____________ Hour______ Table______ 

38.  Jupiter has at least 66 observed moons. In the table below, list the names and a fact about each of the 

Galilean moons. (Select each moon on the bottom right side of the screen to find this information. You can slide 

the screen left to advance to the next moon.) 

Name Fact 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

Select Saturn 

39. Where does the large hurricane-like vortex exist? _________________________________________ 

40.  Saturn has at least 62 moons. In the table below, list the names and fact for each of four largest moons. (Tap 

each of the moons at the bottom left of the screen to find this information. You can slide the screen left to 

advance to the next moon.) 

Name Fact 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

Select Uranus 

41. Describe the tilt of this planet._________________________________________________________ 

42. Uranus is the coldest planet with the temperature of _______________________________. 

43. Uranus has 27 known moons. List the names of the two largest moons and a fact about each. 

Name Fact 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 



Name ____________________________________________ Date_____________ Hour______ Table______ 

Select Neptune 

44. How many kilometers away from the Sun is Neptune? ___________________________________________ 

45. There are often active, raging storms, visible as dark areas on Neptune.  At what speed have the winds been 

 observed? _________________________________________________________________________________ 

46. Neptune has 13 known moons. Select the image of Triton at the bottom of the screen. List three things about 

Triton. 

 1. __________________________________________________________________________________  

 2. __________________________________________________________________________________ 

 3. __________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Swipe the screen to the left 

Dwarf Planets of the Solar System 

47. What three things define a dwarf planet?  

 1.____________________________________________________________________________ 

 2.____________________________________________________________________________  

 3.____________________________________________________________________________ 

48.  Tap on each of the dwarf planets, list two facts about each in the data table below. (Tap the back arrow to 

return to dwarf planet screen.) 

Name Fact ONE Fact TWO 

   

   

   

   

   

Swipe the screen to the left from the Dwarf Planet home screen  



Name ____________________________________________ Date_____________ Hour______ Table______ 

Small Solar System Objects are small solid bodies besides planets and dwarf planets that orbit the Sun. 

49. Describe each: 

Comets: ___________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

Meteors: __________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

Belts: _____________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

Select Comets 

50. Describe each of the comet tail types. Fill in the data table below. 

Comet tail type Description 

gas tail  

dust tail  

 
Select Belts 

51.  Describe each of the belts and clouds. Fill in the data table below. 

Type of Belt or Cloud Description 

The Asteroid Belt  

The Kuiper Belt  

The Oort Cloud  

 

Select Meteors 

52. What else are Meteors known as when they burn up in a planet’s atmosphere?_________________________ 

53. What is formed when large objects survive the descent through the atmosphere? _______________________ 

 

Swipe the screen to the left 

Size Comparison 

Highlight Earth and tap the box on the left side to place Earth in the left side box. 



Name ____________________________________________ Date_____________ Hour______ Table______ 

54. Fill in the data table below by highlighting each object and then the box on the right side. (Slide the dot along 

the scale in the middle until Earth is set to 1:00.) Record the ratio of size comparison. One is done for you. 

Comparison 
to Earth 

 (1) 

Sun Mercury Venus Mars Jupiter Saturn Uranus Neptune 

    1.00 : 
11.21 

   

Tap on the picture of the Earth to make The Moon image appear. Highlight Earth’s moon and put it in the box 

on the left. To make each of the other planet’s moons appear, you will need to select the planet first. You will 

need to select six other moons in the solar system. 

55. Fill in the data table below by highlighting each object you selected and then tapping the box on the right side.  

Record the ratio of size comparison. One is done for you. (*If the comparison results in a 0.00 like Deimos, skip it.) 

Planet Mars        

Moon 
Name 

Phobos        

Comparison 
to Earth’s 

Moon 
(1)  

1:00 : 0.01        

Swipe the screen to the left 

Solar System Scale: Slide the circle along the scale at the bottom of the screen to adjust the amount of the solar 

system viewed. To go back and forth between the viewing angles, select either the right or left side of the 

 button. 

56. The Sun and the planetary orbits are shown to scale. Why are the planets not shown to scale? _____________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Swipe the screen to the left 

57.  Describe the theory presented about how the Solar System formed. __________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Swipe the screen to the left 

58. Describe three theories of how moons are formed. 

Theory Description 

1. Around the planet 
 

2. Planetary collision 
 

3. Captured object 
 



Name ____________________________________________ Date_____________ Hour______ Table______ 

Swipe the screen to the left 

Planetary Rings 

59. What is a planetary ring system? _______________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

60. Describe three ways that planetary rings may form. 

Description 

1. 

2.  

3.  

Swipe the screen to the left 

Shepherd Moons 

61.  What happens to material that escapes a ring into the orbital path of a shepherd moon?_________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

62. Name the two shepherd moons of Saturn’s F-ring. _________________________________________________ 

Swipe the screen to the left 

Planetary tilt and rotation 

63. What causes the day and night cycle? ___________________________________________________________ 

64. What is the amount of time a planet takes to rotate around once called? ______________________________ 

65. What is the amount of time it takes a planet to orbit the Sun one time called? __________________________ 

66. What causes the seasons over the course of a planet’s orbit around the Sun?___________________________ 

67.  In June, which hemisphere of Earth is titled towards the Sun?_______________________________________ 

68. What season does the Southern Hemisphere on Earth 

 experience during June since it is tilted away from the Sun?____________________________________________ 

69. Select each of the different planets at the bottom of the screen to fill in the data table below. 

Planet Axial Tilt Length of day Length of Year 

Mercury    

Venus    

Earth 23.4° 24 hours 365.3 Earth Days 

Mars    

Jupiter    

Saturn    

Uranus    

Neptune    



Name ____________________________________________ Date_____________ Hour______ Table______ 

Swipe the screen to the left 

70. What causes the planets to orbit the Sun and moons to orbit planets? _________________________________ 

71.  What is the amount of gravitational pull on the mass of an object called? ______________________________ 

72. What property causes an object to have more or less gravitational force? ______________________________ 

73. Use the interactive window to fill in the data table below.  

Location Weight (not mass!) Object Comparison 

Earth 130 lbs. (59 kg) Human 

Sun   

Mercury   

Venus   

Mars   

Jupiter   

Saturn   

Uranus   

Neptune   

The Moon   

Ceres   

Swipe the screen to the left 

The magnetic field  

74.  What two things does the magnetic field of Earth protect the planet from?_____________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

75. What does convection in Earth’s outer core generate that causes a magnetic field?_______________________ 

76. What causes Auroras?________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

77. What is another name for the Aurora Borealis?____________________________________________________ 

Swipe the screen to the left 

Planet Revolutions 

78. All planets revolve around the Sun, but each takes a different amount of time to complete one revolution. Fill 

in the data table below. 

Planet Mercury Venus Earth Mars Jupiter Saturn Uranus Neptune 

Revolution 
period in 
Earth 
years  

  

1 

     

 

Swipe the screen to the left 



Name ____________________________________________ Date_____________ Hour______ Table______ 

The History of Astronomy started in ancient times with observation of stars and planets traversing the night sky. 

Tap a section on the timeline to answer the questions below. 

select 2500 BCE: 

79.  What did early civilizations use to create calendars? _______________________________________________ 

80. Where was the first known star catalogue found? _________________________________________________ 

81. What five planets are visible to the naked eye? ___________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
select 1500-1899: 

82. Where were the first telescopes invented? _______________________________________________________ 

83. What planet was first discovered by Sir William Herschel and was mistaken for a comet? __________________ 

 
select 1900-1964: 

84. Who launched the first liquid fueled rocket? _____________________________________________________ 

85. Who was the first human in space and where is he from?___________________________________________ 

86. What mission successfully landed the first humans on the Moon? ____________________________________ 

 
select 1965-1989: 

87. What lander took the first photograph of the surface of Venus? ______________________________________ 

88. What probe was sent to study the outer solar system? _____________________________________________ 

89. What spacecraft was the first to fly by Mercury? __________________________________________________ 

90. What was the first spacecraft to fly by Saturn?____________________________________________________ 

 
select The 1990’s: 

91. What was built to orbit the Earth and take images of Solar System bodies? _____________________________ 

92. What is the name of the solar observatory that was launched to study the Sun? _________________________ 

93. What do the initials ISS stand for? ______________________________________________________________ 

94. What is the SOHO and what does it do? _________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

  



Name ____________________________________________ Date_____________ Hour______ Table______ 

select  2000-2009: 

95. What probe orbits around Saturn and is scheduled to continue observing it until 2017? ___________________ 

96. What spacecraft collect the first dust sample from an asteroid? ______________________________________ 

97. What are the names of the two rovers that landed  

on Mars as part of the The Mars Exploration Rover Mission?____________________________________________ 

98. What spacecraft collected the first debris from a comet’s tail? _______________________________________ 

99. What probe was the first spacecraft to land on an asteroid? _________________________________________ 

100. What did the Phoenix lander find when  

digging into the soil on the surface of Mars? _________________________________________________________ 

 

select 2010 and beyond: 

101. What is the purpose for which The Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) was launched? ___________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

102. What became the first spacecraft to orbit Mercury? ______________________________________________ 

103. What spacecraft is expected to reach Pluto and take the  

first clear photos of the dwarf planet and its moons around July 2015?  ___________________________________ 

104. What things about Jupiter is the Juno planning to observe?  ________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

105. What was one of the main objectives of the Curiosity rover mission on Mars?__________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Swipe the screen to the left 

 

The Future of Space Exploration 

 

The exploration of outer space is on-going today and will continue far into the future. New theories will emerge 

and old theories will change.  What new insights will emerge tomorrow? No one can say for sure, but from 

amateur astronomers to professional astronauts to teachers, everyone can be part of the process: learning, 

revising and teaching the ever expanding knowledge of the Solar System!  

 


